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Hello *|FNAME|*,

The Zaltana expedition will surprise you! Get to know the boat that will take you
on a River Cruise in the Amazon. Embark on an adventure of a lifetime in the

exclusive and unique Zaltana.

Solarium deck

The upper solarium deck of the boat is made for you to see the best
panoramic views and stretch out on the chairs to sunbathe. The place is
very comfortable, with showers and tables, and it will probably be one of your
favorite and exciting relaxing spaces, drinking good and enjoying the vibe of
the Amazon.

The best Amazon’s pure flavors

The crew will warmly welcome you with daily tropical juices and prepare
freshly made meals with Amazonian local ingredients for all dietary
preferences. Taste new flavors and the different kinds of river fishes in well-
served buffets. 

Accommodation with suite and air conditioning

Opening the curtain of your room and enjoying nature at any time is an
amazing feeling. With 10 air-conditioned suite cabins, standard American
beds, and good hot showers, so you can enjoy your amazon adventure with
ultimate comfort, a tailor-made experience. The private bathrooms are
accompanied by a hairdryer and amenities like shampoo, shower gel, and
tissue.

Navegação confortável

Navigate on a quiet, stable, and safe boat, through the waters of the 7th largest
river in the world: Rio Negro. The boat was built in 2016/2017, an innovative
project to attend to the most demanding clients. We will cruise through the
Amazon Forest in a boat with fast and silent engines, spacious rooms, and
accommodations, with a free ceiling height of 2.20 meters. You will have the
opportunity to take speedboat tours to go out into the forest to see the
diversity of the environment.

High quality crew

The Zaltana crew developed from this great onboard adventure to the very
beginning. Trained and specialized for this route, a friendly team works
carefully to make you feel at home on these unforgettable days. With
international standards, the quality of service offered at Zaltana makes all the
difference to your experience.

Explore Anavilhanas National Park

Let's explore the second largest river island in the world, the Anavilhanas
National Park, with more than 400 islands and 60 lakes in 130 km of extensive
biodiversity. A unique setting that offers countless possibilities for sensations,
learning, and experiences, such as water trails by speedboat through the
flooded forests, meeting with amazon river dolphins, observation of wild
animals, bathing in the warm waters of the Amazon, and visiting traditional local
communities. An invitation to challenge our limits and expand our vision of the
world.

Support the local communities and sustainable travel in the Amazon,
Brazil.

or e-mail us bookings@planetaexo.com
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